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FOREWORD
From the Editor
ate in his career, literary biographer Walter Jack
son Bate became famous (or. for some, notorious)
for his cheerfully ironic assertion that "the human
ities are always in crisis." For the elder Bate, there was nothing new
about the self-styled revolutionary movements of the later twentieth
century, whether skeptical deconstruction, turbulent new historicism,
or disorienting literary psychoanalysis. The stir that Bate's comments
created among would-be innovators concealed the twofold optimism in
his confident if conservative statement: the assurance that the audience
for traditional "canonical" literature would never vanish, even imder
the most withering ideological criticism, but that, likewise, both
modern voices of dissent and historical "marginalized" writers could
expect long and repeated hearings, if only owing to the perpetual need
for novelty in the world of literary criticism. If "crisis," with all its
fears and miseries, is the permanent state of the humanities, then the
contributors to crisis, both conservative and revolutionary, are also
going to enjoy perpetuity.
With the turning of the millennium and all its mass-hysterical
crisis-expectations now behind us and with the twentieth-century era
of critical-theoretical "movements" looking both more and more dated
and more and more melodramatic. Bate's aphorism about the curatorial
power of a "crisis in the humanities" can be freshly appreciated.
Editing an annual journal allows for a continuous sampling of the work
being undertaken by both leading and new scholars. If the essays
submitted for this volume of 1650-1850 are in any way representative
of current work in seventeenth- through nineteenth-century studies, it
is fair to say that the anxiety about traditional topics or familiar
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authors—the mad rush to find obscure writers or underappreciated
persons in order to be fashionably non-canonical—has abated. At the
same time, a new and more extensive imderstanding has emerged as to
what it means to be "mainstream" or "prominent" in the long eigh
teenth century. Highly miscellaneous aspects of eighteenth-centurylife
such as social conversation clubs or brigandage on the high seas now
enjoy equal visibility with longstanding heroes of canonical humanistic
writing such as Dr. Samuel Johnson, David Hume, or Immanuel Kant.
The recognition of an "other" eighteenth centtuy has opened the doors
to new interpretations of famous or even "great" authors at the same
time that this "other" eighteenth century need no longer be presented
as if it were uniformly undesirable—as a dark or hidden or salacious
subtext or as a secret expression of oppression or of semiotic disorienta
tion. Rather, with the return of the authors that have stood the test of
time—authors whom most everybody, regardless of political position,
finds interesting if not likeable—the opportimity has arisen to explore
yet another "other" eighteenth century: to look into previously
overlooked corners of early-modern experience, but to include in that
survey of Augustan nooks and crannies the bright and delightful as well
as the dark and dirty ones.
This volume of 1650-1850 offers a selection of transformative
essays: ones that take robust, rigorous, and challenging new approaches
to much-loved authors or that examine unusual facets of the "long"
eighteenth century that have either been neglected or sometimes
harshly misinterpreted by the previous generation of ideological critics.
The volume opens with three new essays on "the Great Cham," Dr.
Samuel Johnson, who at one time was the literary ensign of skeptical
English wit but who in recent years has too often been targeted as an
epitome of English conservatism. Howard Weinbrot begins with a
brisk review of attempts to characterize Johnson as (or as not) a
Jacobite, finding in this surprisingly nimble author a refreshing strain
of common-sense moderation and a resistance to facile categorization.
J. T. Scanlan internationalizesJohnson by freeing the Sage of Litchfeld
from his reputation as the hothouse product of domestic coffee-shops
and by showing Johnson working and thinking in an intercultural,
interdisciplinary way, in the context of continental legal philosophers
like Samuel Pufendorf. The philosophical sophisticating of Samuel
Johnson is also the work of Charles Hinnant, whose essay evaulates
Johnson's relation to Bernard Mandeville, Adam Smith, and other
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writers in the sensibility school, writers who studied the transforma
tion of private passions into public interests. Complimentary to these
essays on the rottmd pillar of the English eighteenth-century intelligen
tsia is E. M. Dadlez's essay on two pillars of international early
phenomenalism, David Hume and Immanuel Kant. Dadlez's essay
shows what an emphatically diverse period like the eighteenth century
might mean by one of its favorite terms, "common sense." Dadlez
inverts the critical theory of recent decades as she revives both the
metaphysical status and everyday multifariousness of something not
only not "marginal" but indeed doctrinally "common."
The bold, exotic or even metaphysical claims of famiUarities
occupy the attentions of four other contributors to this volume. We
are accustomed to thinking of eighteenth-century pirates as wayfaring,
restless adventurers who wanted nothing so much as to riot their way
through exotic port after exotic port. Kathryn Duncan redirects
scholarship on these swashbuckling figures by studying their presenta
tion in domestic print culture and by evaluating the use of "home" as
a theme and motif among the pirates themselves. Moving in a more
metaphysical direction, Murray Brown shows how Philippe Jacques de
Loutherbourg, a painter of Enghsh domestic scenes as well as a creator
of eerily gothic decorative environments, visually mediated the dispute
between enthusiastic Wesleyanism and visionary Swedenborgianism.
James Knowlton extends the frontiers of social discussion and indoor
life, offering an entertaining as well as informative account of the
Montagsklub, Germany's earhest social conversation fraternity, thereby
internationalizing the art of erudite banter. Marvin Stern joins in this
discussion of the non-Britishness of British wit by analyzing the career
and of the portraits of General Henry Clinton, commander-in-chief of
the British Army in North America. Sterne's review of what might be
called the post-Clinton era in American defense policy takes us into a
rarely viewed area of Enlightenment studies, that of the post-Revolu
tionary experience of the losing British colonialists. Sterne even
considers the reverberations of the American victory on Chnton's
distant descendants in our time—including one of the stars of the
renowned BBC historical drama, Upstairs/Downstairs.
A genial custom of 1650-1850 is the presentation of special
features, sets of essays assembled by guest feature editors on interdisci
plinary topics. The reconciling of the mainstream with the exotic or
overlooked, a theme so frequent in this volume, also animates the two
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special features, one on executions in the early modern era and the
other in celebration of one of the least appreciated men of the English
Enlightenment, King James 11. The second of these two special
features, "Executions in the Extended Eighteenth Century," edited by
Regina Janes, includes three essays examining one of the most common
yet also one of the most startling practices of the period, the public
application of capital punishment and the macabre festivities that
surroimded such events. Janes's trio of essays evaluates the full
spectrum of death-row experiences and interpretations, from the
fiercely if festively historical execution of the Duke of Monmouth to
the gruesome if theatrically fictional execution of Oronooko in Aphra
Behn's renowned novel. The first of the two special features, "James
II at the Tercentenary," edited by Anne Barbeau Gardiner, takes a long,
complex, and multifaceted view of a character who, in the strangeness
of his fate—unwanted if rightful heir to the throne of England and
awkwardly Catholic head of the English church—was more central to
the oddity-loving early modern era than is commonly admitted.
Covering the full spectrum of research methods, the essays in Gardi
ner's special feature treat the historical, philosophical, literary,
economic, psychological, and art-historical dimensions of a strange but
not atypical moment in English and European history, a moment when
ancien regime and modern populism coincided in a brief reign, a
bloodless revolution, and a frozen moment in the history of political
institutions. Taken together and in tandem with Howard Weinbrot's
opening essay, the two features show the full and indeed amazing range
of philosophical and artistic as well as pohtical responses to such
signature early-modern events as the bloodless "glorious" revolution
and the decapitation of monarchs.
As always, 1650-1850 concludes with a large and diverse array of
book reviews covering topics from Restoration dramaturgy to William
Blake's visionary histories, from Laurence Sterne's interior imagina
tions to the outdoor expanses of William Beckford's exotic imagina
tion. The contributions to this volume not only reveal the indefatiga
ble variety of the long eighteenth century but also show the integrity
of "eighteenth-century studies" to the perpetual revitalization of the
"crisis'^-enriched hixmanities.
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